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The mechanism and capacity of wheat adaptation to water
stress varies widely among different genotypes. Four cultivars
of spring wheat Giza 165,Gemmiza1,Klassic,and SPHE3
(Triticum aestivum L.) were grown in a greenhouse. Water stress
treatments and a well-watered control were used to investigate
water use rates and leaf water potential, osmotic potential and
apoplast water volume with respect to soil water potential. The
experiment was conducted in two periods of time: namely July to
September, 1993 and January to April, 1994. Leaf samples were
taken at tillering and heading stages to determine the leaf
water potentials,osmotic potentials,and P-V curves.Soil
water contents were determined at two to three day intervals to
estimate water use ratesinthe1994experiment period.
Apoplast water fractions were obtained from P-V curve analysis.
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 had higher water use rates than Klassic
and SPHE 3. The differences became greater with plant growth.
Differences between Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 and between Klassic
Redacted for PrivacyandSPHE3weresmall.Leafwater potentialsdecreased
significantly from the well-watered controlto the water-
stressed treatment for all the cultivars. At the tillering
stage, the decreases were not significantly different among the
cultivars; at the heading stage, the decreases were more for
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 than for Klassic and SPHE 3. Differences
between Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 and between Klassic and SPHE 3
werenotsignificant.Osmoticpotentialofleaftissues
decreased significantly from the well-watered control to the
water-stressed treatment for all the cultivars. Klassic and
SPHE 3 were shown to possess higher osmotic adjustment capacity
thanGiza165and Gemmiza1,whichresultedinturgor
maintenance at lower leaf water potentials for Klassic and SPHE
3 than for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1. The apoplast water fractions
Ra and bulk modulus of elasticity Ernax increased from the well-
watered control to the water-stressed treatment, However, there
were no statistically significant differences between the
cultivars. Big increases of Ra and Err., were found from the
tillering stage to the heading stage for all the cultivars. The
stage increase of Raand En., was in accordance with the stage
increase of relative dry matter of leaves. This study shows
that with the characteristics of low water use rate and high
osmotic adjustment capacity Klassic and SPHE 3 have higher
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INTRODUCTION
Water in plant organs andtissues can be classified as
symplast water and apoplast water.Symplast water is defined
as the water existingin the symplast; and apoplast wateris
defined as all water in plant notexisting in the symplast,
which includes water in xylem vessels,tracheids, and cell
walls (Tyree and Jarvis, 1982). For thediscussion of drought
adaptations of plants, we need to understandhow these two
portions of water respond to low waterpotentials.
When water in cell walls and extracellular spacesis
lost, a potential gradient is established betweenapoplast and
symplast. Driven by this potential gradient anoutflow of
water from protoplast to xylem may occur,which causes a
decline of water potential in protoplasm and finally aloss of
turgor. The large amount of water presentin apoplast is
considered as a buffering system to prevent the loss of water
from the symplast of plant tissues (Carr and Gaff, 1961).
Maintenance of turgor during a decrease of leaf water
potential is important for the maintenance of several physio-
logical processes and for growth of the plants,such as
stomatal opening, photosynthesis, and leaf elongation (Hsiao,2
1973; Turner, 1974; Turner and Jones, 1980; Hinckley, et al.,
1980). The HOfler diagram shows that both pressure potential
and leaf water potential of a plant cell decrease as the cell
is dehydrated.
Neglecting gravitational contributions, water potential
141 in plant tissues and organs can be considered as the sum of
three components: pressure potential Illpf osmotic potential 14,
and matric potential t,
*1 = *n T [1]
The contribution of each component varies spatially in
the tissues. Matric potential in tissues results from interac-
tions between the water and the matrix or from the interaction
between the water and the surfaces of the large solute mole-
cules.Several authors have discussed the contribution of
matric potential to leaf water potential (Warren Wilson, 1967;
Noy-Meir and Ginzburg, 1967). Tyree and Jarvis (1982) suggest-
ed that matric potential is not an important component of
water potential, because the effects of surface tension and
cell turgor can be accommodated by the pressure potential
component and all solute effects can be included in the
osmotic potential. Within the range of values of 111 found in
living plants,the effects oft may be excluded from the
consideration, and til in the tissues can be expressed as the
sum of *ID and 14 (Tyree and Jarvis, 1982).
In the apoplast (xylem and cell wall), because the xylem
solution is very dilute with osmotic potential from -0.01 to3
-0.05 MPa, the osmotic potential in xylem solution is usually
small in comparison with its pressure potential and therefore
neglected. Water potential in apoplast therefore isrepre-
sented by *pf although T may be significant near the surfaces
of cell walls (Wenkert, 1980),
111 = lirp [2]
In the symplast, the presence of solutes in the cell sap
decreases the activity of water which creates the osmotic
potentialofthe solution.The semipermeable plasmalemma
creates a perfect osmotic system. The leaf water potential in
the symplast is expressed as the sum of *p and IV,
= + [3]
where the effect of T is combined with the term of lir,
Obviously, pressure potential in a cell decreases with
decreasing leaf water potential. The rate at which pressure
potential declines in a cell during the decrease of leaf water
potential depends on the elastic properties of the cell walls
and therate of osmotic potential decreaseinthe cell
(Turner, 1979).
Pressure-Volume Curve
Thepressurechambertechnique,asdevelopedby
Scholander et al. (1964, 1965), has been widely used to study
water relations of higher plants. Using this technique,a
pressure-volume (P-V) curve can be constructed, which has been4
found to be usefulin studying water relations of plant
tissues or organs(Wilson,etal.,1979;Wenkert,1980;
Turner, 1981). The relationship between leaf water potential,
osmoticpotential,turgor potential,and relative water
content can be derived from this curve. By analyzing this
curve, several water parameters, such as osmotic potential at
full turgor, osmotic potential at zero turgor, apoplast water
fraction can also be obtained. The procedure used to construct
such a curve is described below.
An excised leaf or twig is placed in a pressure chamber
and the air pressure in the chamber is increased until xylem
sap just appears at the cut end of the xylem, which is viewed
by a hand-held magnifying lens. The next step is to increase
the air pressure in the chamber to force out some sap, which
is carefully collected. When the new balance is reached, the
balancing pressure is recorded and the volume of the xylem sap
extruded is determined.In this way,the data about the
relations of balancing pressure versus the volume of the xylem
sap extruded can be obtained step by step.Plotting the
reciprocal of the balancing air pressure in the chamber versus
the volume of extruded xylem sap, a pressure-volume curve is
obtained (Figure 1). This relationship begins with a curved
region and ends in a straight line (Nobel, 1991).
Tyree and Hammel (1972) developed a theoretical relation
between the balancing pressure and the volume of liquid in the
cells, which was described by Equation 4,1 V Vt-Ve
PRTN, -F (V) VRTNs -F (V) V
[4]
5
wherePisthe balancing pressure in the chamber,which
corresponds approximately to the negative of tissue water
potential; V, is the original volume of water in all living
cells;Ve is the volume of water extruded from all living
cells; Ns is the total number ofmolecules of osmotic active
a4
Z 2
0
= 0
0 20 40 60
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Figure 1.Typical P-V curve. Data pertain to the cultivar
Gemmiza 1 used in this thesis in the well-watered treatment.
The dashed line extends the linear relationship between the
reciprocal of osmotic potential and the volume of xylem sap
extruded.6
solutes in all living cells; V is the volume remainingin all
the cells; F(V)is aturgor pressure function depending on
the volume V; and RT is the gas constant times theabsolute
temperature.
After a certain amount of water is expressed from the
symplast of the cells, FV falls to zero (Tyree and Hammel,
1972) and Equation 4 becomes
1 Vt-Ve Vt Vt
P RTNs RTNsRTNS [5]
where Re= Ve/Vt., is the water fraction extruded from thecells.
Plotting 1/P versus Re in this region yields a straight
line with the slope -Vt/RTNs and intercept Vt/RTNs. This indi-
cates that after the turgor is lost the waterpotential is
equal to the osmotic potential and the absolute value of the
osmotic potential is inversely proportional to the volume of
the system if the amount of solutes remains constant. If the
linear portion of a P-V curve is extended to the ordinate
(i.e.Re =0),the intercept is,according to theory,the
reciprocal of the negative osmotic potential of leaf cells at
full turgorTnno-Conversely, extrapolating the linear portion
to the abscissa (i.e. 1/P = 0), yields the interceptwhich
represents the symplast water fraction Rs. The apoplast water
fraction Ra is1-Rs. The beginning point of the linear portion
indicates the reciprocal of negative osmotic potential at the
turgor loss point.7
Osmotic Potential
The decrease in the osmotic potential in the symplast is
recognized as a mechanism for maintaining turgor pressure of
cells during leaf dehydration (Jones et al., 1980; Hsiao et
al, 1984). Equation 3 shows that *Tr must decrease in order to
maintain Illp constant as ilr, decreases. The osmotic potential in
cells can be described by the Van't Hoff relation, i.e.
Ns
14r,= -RT
V
, [ 6 ]
where Ns is the total number of molecules of osmotic active
solutes in the symplast of the cells, V is the total osmotic
volume of the symplast,and RT is the gas constant times
absolute temperature.
If the cells act as an ideal osmometer, a decrease in
osmotic potential or increase in solute concentration in cell
symplast would be reflected by the proportional loss of water
from the symplast. As the water is withdrawn from the symplast
of the cells, the osmotic potential of the protoplast of the
cells decreases correspondingly. The relation between osmotic
potential Cr and osmotically-active volume V or relative water
content RWC in the symplast can be expressed by Equation 7
(Turner and Jones,1980),
v(0)
*7'*
(0)
Vor
log (14) = log (ijr.°)RWC (°)) -log (RWC) [7]
8
where 14,,(c)), V")),andRWC(°)aretheosmoticpotential,
osmotically active volume and relative water content at
reference level such asfull turgor.Such a decrease of
osmotic potential is accompanied by the loss of turgor and is
usually not considered to be an indication of drought adapta-
tion of plants.
Someplantspeciesexhibitedabilitiesofosmotic
adjustment,i.e. the lowering of osmotic potential arising
from the net accumulation of solutes in response to water
deficit or salinity (Morgan,1977; Wenkert,et al.,1978;
Munns, et al.,1979; Hsiao, et al.,1984; Johnson, et al.,
1984;Saliendra and Meinzer,1991). Osmotic adjustment of
plants during a water stress period alters the relationship in
Equation 7, and a lower value of the osmotic potential iJrnis
obtained than that predicted by Equation 7 during the same
relative water content decrease. Gupta and Berkowitz (1987)
comparedtwocultivarsofwheatwith differentosmotic
adjustment capacities. The results indicated that when leaf
RWC decreased, the bias of measured osmotic potential from the
predicted value by Equation 7 was more for the high osmotic
adjusted cultivar than for the low osmotic adjusted one.
Plants which have osmotic adjustment can maintain their turgor9
pressure to lower leaf water potential thanthose that do not
have this ability.
Determination of the symplast osmotic potential and its
change due to decreasing water potential is important for the
study and evaluation of osmotic adjustment and turgor mainte-
nance of plant cells during waterdeficit. There are several
methods to determine 14,, in plant tissues. The early quantita-
tive method was cryoscopy (freezing point method) with cell
sap expressed from plant tissues(Dixon and Atkins,1910).
Sincethedevelopmentofthethermocouplepsychrometer
(Spanner,1951)andthepressure-volumecurvetechnique
(Scholander, et al., 1965; Tyree and Hammel, 1972), these two
techniques have been widely used to determine osmotic poten-
tial of plant tissues. For the thermocouple method, the sap of
plant tissuesis usually expressed for measurement.This
method is easy to carry out; each measurement can be made in
minutes so that many parallel samples can be measured during
onesampling day. The procedure of this method is described
below.
Samples are obtained in the field or greenhouse and
immediately frozen in dry ice to prevent the concentration
changes in the cells due to metabolic process. Freezing can
also break membrane and cell walls which helps to mix the
symplast and apoplast cell sap.
Before measurement of osmotic potential, the samples are
moved to room temperature andcompletely thawed. The sap of10
plant tissue is then expressed from the cells and used to
determine osmotic potential using a thermocouple psychrometer.
When cell walls are broken, mixing of symplast water and
apoplast water occurs.The value obtained by this method
represents the osmotic potential of the mixed solution of
apoplast and symplast. An error is introduced if this value is
used to estimate the symplast osmotic potential, because the
apoplast water does not contain solutes or has a very low
concentration.Thusthesap obtained by this methodis
diluted. The error can be 10-20% (Wenkert,1980; Tyree and
Jarvis, 1982).
For the pressure-volume curve method (P-V method) samples
mustcomedirectlyfromtheplant.Thecellwallsand
plasmalemma of the cells must not be broken. The osmotic
potential is obtained from a graphical or computer-assisted
evaluation of the relationship between relative water content
(RWC) and -1/11ti, of living organs derived from the linear region
of P-V curves (Tyree and Jarvis, 1982). The procedure of this
method is described below.
First, samples obtained in the field or greenhouse are
used to construct P-V curves using the pressure chamber as
describedinthe previoussectionsofthisthesis.The
relative water content and/or leaf water potential of the
samples at sampling time are determined and recorded.
The second step is to analyze P-V curves by obtaining the
linearrelationship betweenthereciprocalofbalancing11
pressure and the relative water contentof plant tissues.
The third step is to calculate the osmotic potential from
the linear relation obtained in the second step. Sincethe
turgor pressure of the plant tissues equals zeroin the linear
region (zero turgor region) of the P-V curve, the balancing
pressure which corresponds approximately tothe negative leaf
water potential is equal to the negative osmoticpotential.
Therefore, the osmotic potentials of the plant tissue can be
calculated by substituting the relative water content of the
samples in the linear equation and solving it. Thislinear
relationship can also be extended to the non-linear region
(positive turgor region) to obtain the osmotic potentialsin
the positive turgor region.
Measurements of this method are tedious and time consum-
ing. Three to five hours are required to construct a P-V curve
with the pressure chamber, which limits the ability to do many
parallel samples during one sampling day.
Theoretically,the relationship between the symplast
osmotic potential *7,and osmotic potential measured on the
mixture of symplast and apoplast water ilr,, as well as relative
water content RWC and apoplast water fraction Racan be
expressed by Equation 8:
RWC
111"RWC Ra
[ 8 ]12
Thus Equation 8 can be used to obtain tern from the measured
assuming that the apoplast water and symplast water are
mixed completely and that there are no ion exchanges between
the symplast solution and the cell walls during themixing. If
the apoplast water fraction of the plant tissues can bedeter-
mined at different leaf water potentials, the symplast osmotic
potential erncan be calculated from the measuredosmotic
potential by Equation 8.
Apoplast Water
The possible contribution of apoplast water to drought
adaptation has long been considered (Carr and Gaff,1961;
Teoh, et al.,1967; Levitt, 1972). However, whether or not
apoplast water contributes to the adaptation of plants to a
dry environment is still not clear. Carr and Gaff(1961)
suggested that the large amount of water present in the
apoplast could act as a buffering system during the period of
water stress, which prevents the water loss from the symplast.
This buffering may be significant in tree stems where large
extracellular storage exists. In plant leaves, however, the
xylem vessels can be drained quickly as the leaf dehydrates.
The rest of the apoplast water is bound on cell walls. Tyree
and Jarvis (1982) argued that it was very unlikely that the
apoplast water in leaves of plants can act as much of a buffer
against the loss of symplast water. This is because most of
the apoplast water in the cell wall requires large negative
potentials to remove it (Nobe1,1991). The apoplast water in13
the cell walls would be retained and only become available in
extreme drought conditions.
The apoplast water bound on cell walls has been consid-
ered important for the maintenance of cell wall structure and
enzyme activities(Levitt,1972; Bewley and Krochko,1982)
during water stress. Teoh, et al.(1967) suggested that the
resistance to destruction of the integrity of the two-phase
nature of cell walls (solid-liquid system) is more important
to drought adaptations than the presence of a supplementary
water reservoir acting as a buffering system.
The amount of apoplast water fraction Ra was studied in
relation to the amount of cell wall materials (Boyer, 1967).
Tissues containing a high relative dry matter content possess
larger Ra. Seasonal changes of the apoplast water fraction have
been found in conifers (Hellkvist et al., 1974, Tyree et al.,
1978). Higher values of Ra have been found in mature leaves
than in young developing leaves (Wenkert et al., 1978; Tyree
et al., 1978). This seasonal increase of Ra may be in associa-
tion with the growth of secondary cell walls(Tyree and
Jarvis, 1982). It was also observed that plants subjected to
water stress frequently develop thicker cell walls (Slatyer
and Taylor, 1960).
An increased amount of apoplast water has been related to
drought tolerance of plants (Levitt,1972; Culter,et al.,
1977). Cutler et al.(1977) suggested that a high apoplast
water fraction is a common feature of drought-adapted plants.14
Tyree and Jarvis (1982) noted that the apoplast water fraction
varied from 5% 40% amongst various species, but found it
difficult to relate the difference of apoplast water contents
to the habitats or environments.
Several authors have reported the changes of apoplast
water fractions in wheat leaves during water stress.The
studies of Rascio et al.(1992)showed an increase of the
apoplast water volume in leaf cell walls of a water-stressed
durum wheat according to P-V curve analysis. However, Camp-
bell, et al. (1979) studied three winter wheat cultivars grown
under moderately high and low water stress environments and
found that the apoplast water fraction was relatively insensi-
tive to environment in comparison with osmotic potentials.
A number of methods have been used to estimate apoplast
water fractions, such as P-V curve analysis, vapor equilibrium
isotherm analysis,and removal of cell wall material and
gravimetric analysis. The most widely accepted method is the
P-V curve analysis. The disadvantage of this method has been
pointed out by Tyree and Richter (1982). The authors discussed
that the non-ideality of the cell sap solution and the changes
of apoplast water fraction could result in the curvature of
the linear relationship in the P-V curve. The P-V curve theory
assumes that the amount of apoplast water remains constant as
the tissue or organ is dehydrated. However, Tyree and Richter
(1981, 1982) pointed out that the constancy of apoplast water
with changes in leaf water potential is not certain.15
OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this study were to:(1) investi-
gate differences in the water use rate of the four cultivars;
(2)investigate changes in the leaf water potentials of the
four cultivars during water stress; (3) investigate changes in
the osmotic potentials of the four cultivars during water
stress;(4)investigate changes in the apoplast water frac-
tions from P-V curve analysis; (5) evaluate differences in the
osmoticadjustmentandturgormaintenanceofthefour
cultivars.16
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Approach
First experiment (JulySeptember 1993). Four cultivars
of spring wheat Giza 165,Gemmiza 1,Klassic,and SPHE3
(Triticum aestivum L.) were selected for pot cultivation. The
reasonIchosethesefourcultivarsisbasedonthe
differencesintheirgrainyieldsunderwaterstress
conditions.An experiment conducted by Dr.Moustafa Azab
Moustafa in1993showed differencesin yields and yield
components for these four cultivars. The plants were grown in
potswithwell-wateredandwater-stressedsoilwater
conditionsinagreenhouseduringtheperiodJulyto
September, 1993. Leaf water potential, osmotic potential, and
P-V curves were determined for all the cultivars in both the
well-watered and water-stressed plants at two growing stages,
i.e. tillering and heading stages. Apoplast water fractions
were obtained from the analysis of P-V curves. The osmotic
potentials measured from the extracted cell sap were corrected
for the dilution of apoplast water.
Second experiment(January April 1994). During the
period of January and April,1994,another pot cultivated
experiment was conducted with the same conditions as the first
experiment. In addition to the items measured in the first
experiment, soil water contents were determined every 2 to 3
days to estimate the water use rates of the four cultivars.17
Procedures
Experiment I
Seeds of four cultivars of spring wheat were planted in
plastic pots (15cm in diameter and17cm in height) on July
11,1993.Eachpot contained 2175gmixed soil(soil :
peatmoss :sand :pumice = 1 :1 :1 :2). Plants were grown
in the greenhouse with 18/15 °C controlled day/night tempera-
tureandwithartificialhighpressuresodiumlight
(Superlite, ET-SU-400/1000-HPS/MH, Energy Technics Horticul-
ture Lighting, York, Philadelphia) from 6:30 am to 8:30 pm.
After growing to the three-leaf stage,the seedlings were
thinned to 6 plants per pot.
The experiment was set up according to a 2x4x4 split-plot
design with 2 main plots (well-watered and water-stressed), 4
split plots for the varieties, and 4 replications. The pots
within the split plots were arranged randomly on a greenhouse
bench (Figure 2) and all pots were irrigated with tap water
(Corvallis city tap water) to the point of saturation every
other day.
Water stress was applied at two growing stages, namely at
the tillering stage and at the heading stage. At the tillering
stage, water stress was initiated after 2 weeks of growth.
Water stress was started by withholding water from the pots
assigned tothe water-stressed treatment whilethe pots
assigned to the well-watered control continued to be irrigat-
ed. The water stress cycle in this stage lasted 10 days. In18
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Figure 2.Schematic diagram of the experimental design. Each
square indicates one pot. The meaning of the letter symbols
are: WW = Well-watered, WS = Water-stressed; GI = Giza 165, GE
= Gemmiza 1, KL = Klassic, SP = SPHE 3; Rep. = Replication.
order to avoid a time conflict in making measurements for
constructing P-V curves, the water stress cycle was initiated
at different days for the four cultivars. Since constructing
one P-V curve needs 4 to 5 hours, completing all the samples
of the water-stressed treatments for all the cultivars with
four replications would take 80 hours (5 hours X 4 cultivars
X4replications).Ifalltheleavesweresampled and
resaturated on the same date, the resaturated leaves would sit
for several days in this conditions. They might senescence
during the waiting period. In order to avoid senescence of the
resaturated leaf samples, the four varieties were split into
two groups. Each group consisted of two varieties, namely
group 1 with Klassic and SPHE 3 and group 2 with Giza 165 and19
Gemmiza 1. Watering for Group 1 was stopped 3 days earlier
than forgroup 2.
At the heading stage, the water stress cycle started when
100% of the spikes had come out. Because the heading stage for
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 started 10 days later than Klassic and
SPHE 3, the water stress for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 started 10
days later than for Klassic and SPHE 3. The water stress cycle
at this stage lasted 6 days.
The commercial 20-20-20 (N-P-K) water soluble fertilizer
(PetersProfessional,Grace-Sierra HorticulturalProducts
Company, Milpitas, California) was applied three times with
irrigation water during the experimental period.
In all cases the second fully expanded leaf on a tiller
or the main culm of a plant was used for the P-V curve
determination and for leaf water potential and osmotic poten-
tial measurements.
Experiment II
All procedures of experiment II were the same as used be-
fore. Seeds were planted on January 19, 1994. For this experi-
ment the amount of irrigation water applied was measured by
pouring from a scaled beaker to each pot in all treatments.
Pots were weighed every two to three days to obtain the rate
of water loss due to transpiration. Evaporation from the soil
surface was minimized by covering the soil surface with a
layer of course sand. The initial soil water content and soil
water capacity (soil water content after the excess free water20
has been drained out) were also measured before the start of
the experiment. Soil water content was determined by balancing
the amount of irrigation and evapotranspiration.
Measurements
Experiment I
Leaf water potential, osmotic potential, and P-V curves
of the four cultivars at the well-watered control and water-
stressed treatment were measured at two growing stages, namely
at the tillering and heading stages.At each stage,the
measurements for the water-stressed treatment were made at
noon of the last day of the water stress cycle,and the
measurementsforthewell-wateredcontrolweredone
immediately after the completion of the measurements for the
water-stressed treatment.
Leaf water potential:At noon of the last day of each
water stress cycle, the second fully expanded leaf was cut
from one plant in each pot for the measurement of leaf water
potential *1.Before cutting the leaf,it was wrapped with
Saran wrap (Saran Wrap Brand Plastic Film, DowBrands Inc.,
Indianapolis,Indiana)to avoid continuous water loss by
transpiration. Leaf water potential illiwas determined with the
pressure chamber (PMS Instrument Co., Corvallis, Oregon).
After recording41],the leafwasremoved from the
pressure chamber and placed in a section of plastic tubing
with both ends sealed by rubber stoppers. This assembly was21
then immediately placed in dry ice. This frozen sample would
be used later to determine the osmotic potential. Freezing
made preserved theleafforsubsequent determination of
osmotic potential. As mentioned, freezing forms ice crystals
which helps to break the membrane and cell walls so that the
apoplast and symplast water can be mixed.
Osmotic potential: Osmotic potential of leaf tissues was
measured by the use ofthe Wescor 5100C vapor pressure
osmometer(WescorInc.,Logan,Utah).The instrument was
calibrated with Wescor Osmolality Standards. The plastic tubes
which contained the leaf samples were moved from the dry ice
to room temperature and were allowed to thaw for at least 1
hour. After thawing, each tube which contained a leaf sample
was squeezed with a roller to force out cell sap from the leaf
tissue. A filter paper disk was placed in the sample holder of
the osmometer and 10 mm3 of the expressed cell sap was trans-
ferred with a micropipette to the filter paper disk in the
sample holder. The osmolality value of the cell sap was then
measured and recorded. The measured osmolarity values were
converted to osmotic potentials of the mixture by Van't Hoff
relation (Nobel, 1991; Kikuta and Richter, 1992),
= RTC , [ 9 ]
where 1117,m is osmotic potential of the mixture, C is osmolarity
(concentration) of the cell sap in mmol/kg, and RT is the gas
constant times absolute temperature.22
P-V curve: While obtaining a sample for measuring leaf
water potential, another leaf, of similar age and orientation
as that used to determine IVI, was obtained from aplant in each
pot. The leaves were wrapped with Saran wrap and brought back
to the laboratory for P-V curve Measurements. To rehydrate the
leaf samples, each leaf sample was placed in a 600 ml beaker
filled with distilled water and the excised end of the leaf
was recut under the water. The top of the beaker wascovered
with Saran wrap which was secured in place with a rubber band.
The beakers were left over night in a dark refrigerator at a
temperature of 4 °C.The next day,one beaker with a leaf
sample was moved from refrigerator to the laboratory for 1
hour to reach room temperature. Then, the leaf was pulled out
of the distilled water, wiped with a wet paper towel, and
wrapped immediately with a sheet of preweighed Saran wrap. The
weight of the fresh leaf together with its wrap was obtained
by weighing it to 0.1 mg accuracy with a precision balance.
The weight of the fresh leaf at full turgor was obtained by
subtracting the weight of the wrap from the total weight of
the resaturated leaf plus the wrap. The next step is to fix
the leaf into the stopper of a pressure chamber (Soil Moisture
Equipment Co., Santa Barbara, California) so that 1 cm of the
end protruded from it. The inside wall of the pressure chamber
was covered with wet paper towels to preventdesiccation of
the leaf during the measurement.23
After the leaf sample had been fixed in the chamber, a
xylem exudate collection device was installed over the cut end
of the leaf. The xylem sap collection device consists of a
preweighed plastic vial with absorbent cotton and filter
paper. The inside diameter of the vial wasslightly larger
than the width of the leaf. Another plastic tube with diameter
larger than the xylem sap collection vial was covered over the
sap collection vial with wet paper towelssurrounding the
bottom edge of the tube to prevent the evaporation of xylem
sap collected in the vial (see Figure 3).
To start the P-V curve measurements, the air pressure in
the chamber was increased slowly to force some cell sap out of
the cut end of the leaf. At this time the pressure was held
constant. The initial pressurization in this study was usually
0.2 MPa. After the balancing pressure was reached, the vial
was immediately capped and weighed to 0.1 mg accuracywith a
precision balance.
Attainmentofthe balancing pressure wasjudged by
examining the cut end of the leaf with a 16x magnifying glass
(Turner, 1981; Joly, 1984). When equilibrium was reached,the
cutendoftheleafdid notappearedshiny underthe
magnifying glass and no more xylem sap was coming out. When
the system reached equilibrium,the balancing pressure was
recorded and the chamber pressure was adjusted to a new level.
This procedure was repeated 1318 times, typically providing
8-12 points in the range of positive turgor and 4-8 data24
points in the region of zero turgor. Thebalance time for
each point was generally 10-20 minutes in the low pressure
(positiveturgor)region and 20-35minutesinthehigh
pressure (zero turgor) region. The time required for reaching
the balance varies with different plant samples and pressure
ranges.Wenkert,etal.(1978)reported3to10 minutes
required for soya bean leaves; Wilson ,et al.(1979) found 4
to10 minutes was needed for the leaves of grasses;and
Saliendra and Meinzer(1991)pointed out approximately 20
minutes required for the leaves of sugarcane.
nitrogen
gas
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the equipment set up for the
P-V curve measurements. The meaning of the letter symbols are:
A, shut-off valve; B, pressure gauge; C, pressure chamber; D,
plastic wrap film;E,plant leaf;F,wet paper towel;G,
rubber stopper; H, xylem sap collection vial;I, protection
vial; J, absorbent cotton; K, filter paper; L, exhaust valve.25
After the final balancing pressure was determined, the
sample together with the Saran wrap was removed from the
chamber and weighed to 0.1 mg accuracy. The leaf was unwrapped
and dried in an oven at 80°C for 48 hours. Before weighing the
leaf,it was removed from the oven to room temperature and
cooled for 20 minutes, then the dry weights of the leaf sample
was obtained by weighing it to 0.1 mg accuracy.
As described in the first chapter of this thesis, a P-V
curve is a plot of reciprocal of the balancing pressure versus
volume of the xylem sap extruded. It can also be plotted as
the reciprocal of the balancing pressure versus corresponding
relative volume of water extruded,Re.The procedureto
calculate Re is described below.
The total volume of water in the leaf tissues Vt was
calculated as
W W Vt =t dP
[10]
where Wt is the weight of the leaf at full turgor in gram; Wd
is the dry weight of the leaf in gram; pw is the density of the
expressed cell sap in g/cm3, assumed to be 1 g/cm3.
The volume of water extruded from the leaf tissues under
each balancing pressure Ve was calculated as:26
V =
w
e , e
where We is the weight of water extruded.
The relative water extruded under each balancing pressure
Re was calculated as
Re =
ve
X100%
Vt
and the relative water content of leaf tissues RWC was
[12]
RWC = 100-Re. [13]
Plotting the reciprocal of the balancing pressure (1/P)
versus Re a P-V curve for each leaf sample was obtained. This
curve begins with a non-linear region and ends in a straight
line. The curved region asymptotically approaches and joins
the turgor loss point (Figure 1).
A period of 4.0-5.0 hours was required to produce such a
complete P-V curve. All data collection was carried out at
22.5 °Cin a room with controlled temperature.
Experiment II
For experiment II, the leaf water potentials 141,osmotic
potentials 4r, and P-V curves were measured using the same
techniques as those used for experiment I. Water loss rates
from each pot were obtained by weighing the pots at two to
three day intervals. The initial soil water content and field27
saturated water content were measured before the experiment
was initiated.
Data Analysis
Correction of plateau effects in P-V curves
The effects of plateau or excess free water on P-V curve
analysis has been found by several researchers in artificially
rehydrated plant tissues (Parker and Pallardy, 1987; Kubiske
and Abrams,1991)and in natural leaf tissues under well-
watered conditions(Kubiske and Abrams,1991;Abrams and
Menges, 1992). The presence of a plateau causes the measured
P-V curve to shift position from the ideal P-V curve and which
causes errors in the estimated parameters, such as apoplast
water fraction, osmotic potential at full turgor, relative
water content at turgor loss point (Parker and Pallardy, 1987;
also see Figure 5). The plateau is caused by the presence of
excess free water in the intercellular spaces of plant tissues
(Parker and Pallardy, 1987). The amount of this kind of water
changes during the dehydration of P-V curve measurements, so
that the basic assumption of ideal P-V curve that the apoplast
water is constant during P-V dehydration (Tyree and Hammel,
1972)is violated. Therefore,the plateau effects must be
examined and corrected in P-V curve analysis.
In this thesis the plateau effects in each curve were
examined and corrected following Kubiske and Abrams (1991).28
First,plot the balancing pressure(P)versus fresh
weight ofleaf tissues(Wf)and examine the presence of
plateau effects (Figure 4). If there are no plateau effects,
the graph of P versus Wf will show a linear relations in the
region above the turgor loss point.
Second, abandon the points in the plateau region and make
a linear regression for the point in the linear region (Figure
4).
0.45 0.50 0.55
Wf (g)
0.60
Figure 4. Plot of balancing pressure versus fresh weight ofa
wheat leaf. The regression line was used to estimate the fresh
weight of the leaf at full turgor.29
Third, extrapolate the regression line to the full turgor
to estimate the fresh weight of the leaf at full turgor.
Fourth, use the estimated fresh weight obtained in the
third step to recalculate Re following Equations 10 to 12; then
replot the P-V curve using the cbrrected Re (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Pressure-volume curves of a wheat leaf with (a) and
without(b) correction for plateau effects. The inset shows
osmotic potential at full turgor (14,,0), osmotic potential at
zero turgor (41,0) ,relative water content at zero turgor (RWC0),
and apoplast water fraction (Ra) before and after correction.30
Computer Algorithms for Analysis of P-V Curves
Classically,pressure-volume curves were analyzed by
graphical methods. Recently analytical procedures have been
developedforthisanalysis(Richter,1978;Schulte and
Hinckley, 1985; and Tyree and Richter, 1981, 1982; Tyree and
Jarvis, 1982). Two kinds of mathematical transformations have
been used to describe the linear part of the isotherm. Trans-
formation I is based on *7, versus 1/RWC, and transformation II
is based on 1/C, versus RWC. In both transformations a linear
regression is used to fit the data in the non-turgid region.
Several authors have published nonlinear least squares
methods to fit the data in the non-linear region (Joly, 1984)
or for the entire P-V curve (Andersen, et al., 1991; Ranney,
1992).
For this study, P-V curves were constructed by plotting
1/P versus Re (Figure 1) and a linear regression model (Equa-
tion 14) was used to fit the straight line of the relation-
ship,
y = a + bRe . [14]
The turgor loss point was determined by the empirical
method introduced by Schulte and Hinckley (1985). The detail
steps for the analysis of the P-V curves are described below.
Starting from point N a regression on the last three data
points is calculated (see Figure 6). Based upon this regres-
sion, the y-value of point N-3 is estimated. This estimate is31
compared to the measured y-value of point N-3. If the differ-
ence is not greater than a pre-set level, the point is assumed
to lie in the linear region. In this study,the allowable
error level was set as the standard error for a predicted
value in a regression model, which equals the sum of the
standard error of estimate mean and the random error of the
observations;
SE(Pred. yl =(SE(Mean
The standard error for
calculated as
(\ SE(Mean yl Ra ,)) =
where Aais the average of
yl Rau))2 + 02
the estimate mean
R(i)Ta 1
at
is
R..(')
the
[15]
can be
sample
n (n )SR2
the observations; SR
standard error; a is the random error of the observations Ra(i),
which can be estimated as follows
a=
n-2
2
The selection process continued until the point was
reached that was judged to deviate from this linear region. As
a further check,one additional point was tested.If this
point deviated still further from the line, as would occur if
a true endpoint had been found, the process was halted and the32
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Figure6.A P-V curve plotted according to the method of
Schulte and Hinckley (1985)using data from the Gemmiza 1
well-watered control. The inset shows the method used for
estimating the turgor loss point.
regression analysiswas madeandthecalculationofRa
preceded.
The turgor loss point "A" was estimated by the method
shown in the inset of Figure 6. This method is based on the
proportion equation:ac
bd
[16]
33
where b equals (xe(N_4)-xe(N _5)), c equals (y(,_,)-y(m)), and d equals
(Y(N-s)-Y(N-4))Therefore, the value of a can be calculated from
the Equation 16 and the coordinates of A can be determined
(Schulte and Hinckley, 1985). Such an estimation is based upon
the deviation of the point N-5 from the line. If the point N-5
is close to the line,this method assumes the turgor loss
point is close topoint N-5. Conversely, if the point N-5 is
far from the line, this method places the estimated turgor
loss point closer to the point in the linear region (point N-
4).A computer program was written todothis analysis
(Appendix A).
Corrected osmotic potential
As a consequence of mixing the symplast water with the
apoplast watertheosmotic potentialsobtained from the
extracted cell sap is usually higher (less negative) than the
actualosmotic potentialofthesymplastofthecells.
Therefore, the measured osmotic potential 111,, must be corrected
to obtain the correct osmotic potential *, of the symplast by
multiplying with a corrected factor (Equation 8).
Statistical Analysis for the Experiments
Data obtained from the experiments were analyzed by the
analysis of variance as shown in Table 1 (Montgomery,1991). A
linearstatisticalmodelforthesplit-plotdesign wasdescribed as follows:
Yijk= 1-1 ti 13; (T13),.;Yk +(TYik PYjk
(TOY)ijk
34
[17]
the meanings of the symbols in Equation 17 are:
(i = 1,2,3,4(Replications),
j= 1,2 (water treatments),
k = 1,2,3,4 (varieties);
and yijkis an observation of replication i, water treatment
level j, and variety k; u is the true mean of the observation;
Ti,0, and (T0)1, represent the whole plot effects and corre-
spond to replication(factor A),water treatments(factor
B) and whole plot error (AB), respectively; and yk,(Ty),k,
((3y),k, and(T0y),k represented the subplot effects and corre-
spond to the subplot treatment, namely variety (factor C), the
BC interaction, and the subplot error, AC+ABC, respectively.
The significance of the differences between the water
treatments and between the wheat varieties was tested by F-
test.The comparisons of the means between the varieties
within the same water treatment were made by Tukey multiple
range test. The p value, used as a measure of the credibility
of the hypothesis, is the probability of getting a value of
the test statistic as favorable or more favorable to the
alternate hypothesis than the observed value(if the null
hypothesis were true)(Chase and Bown,1986). When we are
conducting a test of hypotheses, if the p value is equal to or35
lessthan acritical valuea,then we rejectthe null
hypothesis; if the p value is greater than a,then we would
fail to reject the null hypothesis. The critical value a, is
called the significance level and commonly set as 0.05 or 0.01
intheliteraturesofsoilscience.In thisthesisthe
conclusion of statistical analyses is made on the basis of the
significant level of 0.05 (labeled with *) and 0.01 (labeled
with **).
Table 1.Analysis of variance for the experiment with split-
plot design.
Source of Degree of Mean
variation freedom square
F,
Whole Unit Analysis
Replication, A (a-1) MSA MSA/EB
Stress,B (b-1) MSB MSB/EB
Whole plot error, AB (a-1)(b-1) EB
Subunit Analysis
Variety, C (c-1) MSC MSC/EC
Stress x variety, BC (b-1)(c-1) MSBC MSBC/EC
Subplot error, AC+ABCb(a-1)(c-1) EC
Total abcd-136
RESULTS
Soil Water Characteristic Curve
Figure 7 shows the soil water characteristic curve for the
soil used in this study. The soil water characteristic curve
was measured using pressure chambers (Soil Moisture Equipment
Co., Santa Barbara, California). The data points in Figure 7
were fitted by the equation of van Genuchten (1980),
6-6= 1
0.Or (1+ (ah)n)m
[18]
where 0, Os, and Or are soil water content, saturated soil water
content, and residual soil water content in cm3/cm3, respec-
tively; h is soil matric potential in MPa; a, m, and n are the
parameters of Equation 18.
Substituting Os (=0.52) and Or (=0.02) to Equation 18 and
fitting this equation to the data points in Figure 7 by means
of non-linear regressions, Equation 19 result was obtained,
6 = 0.02 + 0.5
(1+ (-50 h)° 80)° 83
[19]
Ignoring the gravitational component, water contents of
the soil can be converted to the equivalent water potentials by
solving Equation 19.
The soil water characteristic curve in Figure 7 shows that
the water release curve of the mixed soil used for this study
has the shape of water release curves found for sandy loams.m
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Figure 7. Soil water characteristic curve for the soil used for
the experiments.
Most water present in large pores is drained rapidly when the
potential decreases.
Rate of water use from pots
Figures 8 and 9 show the decrease in water contents of
the soil for the four cultivars of spring wheat during the
water stress cycle applied at the heading stage. The y axes on
the right hand side of Figures 8 and 9 shows the equivalent
soil water potentials converted according to Equation 19. The0.5
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Figure 8. Soil water contents in a water stress cyclefor Giza
165 and SPHE 3 at the heading stage of the 1994 experiment. The
y axis on the right hand side shows the equivalent soil water
potentials.
figures demonstrate that with Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 the soil
dried faster than with Klassic and SPHE 3. Starting from the
field saturated water contents (0.42-0.45 cm3/cm3) ,3.8 days
were required by Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 to decrease the soil
water content to 0.12 cm3/cm3 which is equivalent to -0.2 MPa,
but it took 4.9 and 5.1 days for SPHE 3 and Klassic to reach
the same soil water content. This indicates that Giza 165 and0.5
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Figure 9.Soil water contents in a water stress cycle for
Gemmiza 1 and Klassic at the heading stage of the 1994 experi-
ment. The y axis on the right hand side shows the equivalent
soil water potentials.
Gemmiza 1 had higher water use rates than Klassic and SPHE 3.
As a consequence Klassic and SPHE 3 had a higher water content
in soil than Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 during the latter part of
the water stress cycle. Figures 8 and 9 also show that during
the period from day 2to day 6 the decreases in soil water
content were the same for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 (0.22cm3/cm3)
and the decreases were the same for Klassic and SPHE 3(0.16
cm3/cm3)40
Fitting the data points in Figures 8 and 9 by non-linear
regressions, the drying rates of the soil could be expressed as
functions of time as
Giza 165:
R = 201 (1- 1
1+91.25e-i.ost)
Gemmiza 1:
R = 198 (1-
1
1+ 91.30e- 1.06t ;
Klassic:
R = 181(1-
1
1+ 1068e-°.67t ;
SPHE 3:
[20]
[21]
[22]
R = 205(1-
1
[23] 1+11.53e-o.7it)
where R was drying rate in g/day/pot, and t is the time in
days.
The accumulated seasonal water use from the soil by each
of the four cultivars measured during the 1994 experiment is41
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 for the well-wateredcontrol
and water-stressed treatment, respectively.
Figures10and11show that Giza 165and Gemmiza1
consumed little more water than Klassic and SPHE 3 bothin the
well-watered control and the water-stressedtreatment.The
differences between the cultivars were relativelygreater in
the water-stressed treatment than in the well-wateredcontrol.
Figure 10 and 11 also show that the differencesin water
use between the cultivars became greater as plants grew bigger.
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Figure 10. The accumulated wateruse by the four cultivars of
wheat in the well-watered control of the 1994 experiment.9000
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Figure 11.The accumulated water use by the four cultivars of
wheat in the water-stressed treatment of the 1994 experiment.
The difference of water use between the cultivars was greater
in later stages than in early stages of growth.
The difference of water use rates might be related tothe
biomass of roots and to the leaf area index of the plants.
According to Moustafa (unpublished) the roots of Giza 165 and
Gemmiza 1 had a larger root biomass than those of Klassic and
SPHE 3.43
Soil Water Contents and Potentials
Table 2 shows the soil water contents in the pots at the
end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and heading
stages of the 1994 experiment.The results of analysis of
variance (ANOVA) were summarized 'in Table 3.
At the tillering stage, the soil water contents in the
pots for the four cultivars ranged from 0.32 to 0.33cm3/cm3 in
the well-watered control, and ranged from 0.09 to 0.12cm3/cm3
in the water-stressed treatment. The statistical analyses in
Table 3 show that there were significant differences between
Table 2. Soil water contents for the four cultivars of wheat at
the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and heading
stages of the 1994 experiment. Results are average valuesof
four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols are: WW =
Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
0.32a*
0.33a
0.32a
0.33a
0.09b
0.09b
0.12b
0.12b
-0.23c
-0.24c
-0.20c
-0.21c
cm3 / cm3
0.23d
0.24d
0.24d
0.22d
0.05e
0.06e
0.11f
0.12f
-0.18g
-0.18g
-0.13h
-0.10h
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukeymultiple range
test.44
Table 3. Analysis of variance for the soil water content data
obtained atthe tillering and heading stages of the 1994
experiment.
Source of variation Df Mean square
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 0.0022 0.0047
Stress, B 1 0.3356** 0.1166**
Whole plot error, AB 3 0.0040 0.0039
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 0.0003 0.0051**
Stress X Variety, BC 3 0.0010 0.0053**
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 0.0005 0.0004
Total 31
0.05 significant level F-test
**0.01 significant level F-test
the well-watered control and the water-stressedtreatment
(p<0.01, F-test). The soil water contents in the water-stressed
treatment were much lowerthan thatin the well-watered
control.The differences between the pots with different
cultivars were not significant either in the well-watered
control or in the water-stressed treatment (p>0.05, F-test).45
At the heading stage,the soil water contents in the pots
for the four cultivars ranged from 0.22 to 0.24cm3/cm3 in the
well-watered control, and ranged from 0.05 to 0.12cm3/cm3 in
the water-stressed treatment. The statistical analyses inTable
3 indicate that there were significant differences betweenthe
well-watered control and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01,
F-test). Water contents in the water-stressed treatment were
much lower than that in the well-watered control. Because there
exist significant interactions of water stress by variety
(p<0.01, F-test), further analyses for the effects of variety
were done separately in the well-wateredcontrol and in the
water-stressed treatment. The differences between the pots with
different cultivars were not significant in the well-watered
control (p>0.05, F-test), but were significantly different in
the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01, F-test); the pots for
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 had lower water contents than Klassic
and SPHE 3 at the end of the water stress cycle (95% Tukey
multiple range test). The differences between the pots for Giza
165 and Gemmiza 1 on one hand, and between Klassic and SPHE 3
on the other hand were not significant. The decreases of water
content from the well-watered control to the water-stressed
treatment were more for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 than for Klassic
and SPHE 3(95% Tukey multiple range test).
These results indicate that the water contents in the
water-stressed treatment were significantly lower than that in
the well-watered control. The decreases of soil water contents46
from the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment
for the four cultivars were the same at the tillering stage,
but significantly different at the heading stage.
Using Equation 19 for the soil water characteristic curve
in Figure 5, the soil water contents in Table 2 were converted
to the equivalent soil water potentials (Table 4). The data of
the soil water potential in Table 4 show the same trends as the
soil water contents in Table 2.There were no significant
differences between the pots for the four cultivars of wheat at
the tillering stage both in the well-watered control and in the
water-stressed treatment(p>0.05,F-test).Atthe heading
stage, however, the differences between the four cultivars were
not significant in the well-watered control (p>0.05, F-test)
but significantly different in the water-stressed treatment
(p<0.01, F-test). That is, in the water-stressed treatment, the
pots with Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 had much lowersoil water
potentials than for Klassic and SPHE 3; the differences between
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 and between Klassic and SPHE 3 were not
significant (95% Tukey multiple range test). Water potentials
in the water-stressed treatment were significant lower than
that in the well-watered control both at the tillering and at
the heading stage (p<0.01, F-test).
Thedifferencesofsoilwater potentials(contents)
between the cultivars were caused by the different rates of
water use between the four cultivars. Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1
had higher water use rates so that they consumed more water47
Table 4. Soil water potentials converted from the soil water
contents in Table 2 using the soil water characteristic curve.
The meaning of the letter symbols are: WW = Well-watered; WS =
Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WSWS-WW WW WSWS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-0.02a*
-0.02a
-0.02a
-0.02a
-0.37b
-0.37b
-0.21b
-0.19b
-0.35c
-0.35c
-0.19c
-0.17c
MPa
-0.06d
-0.05d
-0.04d
-0.06d
-1.12e
-1.09e
-0.22f
-0.20f
-1.06g
-1.04g
-0.18h
-0.14h
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.
during the water stress cycle, which resulted in the lower soil
water contents and potentials found for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1
than for Klassic and SPHE 3 at the end of the water stress
cycle.
Leaf Water Potentials
Table 5 and Table 7 show the leaf water potentials for the
four cultivars of wheat for the 1993 and the 1994 experiments,
respectively. The results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) are
summarized in Table 6 and Table 8 for the 1993 and 1994.48
Experiment I
At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering
stage,theleaf water potentialsforthefourcultivars
measured at noon ranged from -0.48 to -0.52 MPa in the well-
watered control, and ranged from -1.02 to -1.24 MPa for the
water-stressed treatment. The statistical analyses in Table 6
show that there were significant differences between the well-
watered control and water-stressed treatment (p<0.01,F-test).
The leaf water potentials in the water-stressed treatment were
Table 5. Leaf water potentials for the four cultivars of wheat
at the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and
heading stages of the 1993 experiment. Results are average
values of four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols
are: WW = Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WSWS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-0.50a*
-0.48a
-0.52a
-0.52a
-1.17b
-1.02b
-1.24b
-1.02b
-0.67c
-0.54c
-0.72c
-0.50c
MPa
-0.93d
-0.89d
-0.79d
-0.78d
-2.17e
-1.62ef
-0.98f
-1.24f
-1.24g
-0.73gh
-0.19h
-0.46h
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.49
Table 6. Analysis of variance for the leaf water potential
data obtained at the tillering and heading stages of the 1993
experiment.
Source of variation Df Mean square
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 16.21 29.87
Stress, B 1 296.46** 369.24*
Whole plot error, AB 3 6.89 17.18
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 2.90 71.68**
Stress X Variety, BC 3 2.21 42.20**
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 9.41 2.87
Total 31
0.05 significant level F-test
0.01 significant level F-test
much lower than that in the well-watered control.The differ-
ences among the four cultivars were not significant either in
the well-watered control or in the water-stressed treatment
(p>0.05, F-test).50
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading
stage, the leaf water potentials for the four cultivars ranged
from -0.78 to -0.93 MPa in the well-watered control,and
ranged from -0.98 to -2.17 MPa in the water-stressed treat-
ment. The statistical analyses in Table 6 indicate that there
were significant differences between the well-watered control
and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.05, F-test). The leaf
water potentials in the water-stressed treatment were much
lower than that in the well-watered control. Because there
exist significant interactions of water stress by variety
(p<0.01, F-test), further analyses for the effects of variety
were done separately in the well-watered control and in the
water-stressed treatment. The differences among the varieties
were not significant in the well-watered control (p>0.05, F-
test),but significantly differentinthe water-stressed
treatment(p<0.01,F-test); that is,in the water-stressed
treatment,Giza 165 had lower leaf water potential than
Klassic and SPHE 3;the differences between Giza 165 and
Gemmiza 1 and between Klassic and SPHE 3 were not significant.
The decreases of leaf water potentials from the well-watered
control to the water-stressed treatment were more for Giza 165
than for Klassic and SPHE 3(95% Tukey multiple range test).
Experiment II
The data of leaf water potentials for the 1994 experiment
in Table 7 show the same trends as that for the 1993 experi-
ment. At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering51
stage,theleaf water potentialsforthefour cultivars
measured at noon ranged from -0.50 to -0.57 MPa in the well-
watered control, and ranged from -1.28 to -1.37 MPa in the
water-stressed treatment. The statistical analyses in Table 8
show that there were significant differences between the well-
watered control and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01, F-
test). The leaf water potentials in the water-stressed treat-
ment were much lower than that in the well-watered control.
The differences among the cultivars were not significant
Table 7. Leaf water potentials for the four cultivars of wheat
at the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and
heading stages of the 1994 experiment. Results are average
values of four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols
are: WW = Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-0.54a*
-0.51a
-0.50a
-0.57a
-1.37b
-1.28b
-1.33b
-1.28b
-0.83c
-0.77c
-0.83c
-0.71c
MPa
-0.75d
-0.72d
-0.76d
-0.68d
-1.98e
-1.87ef
-1.48fg
-1.31g
-1.23h
-1.15hi
-0.72i
-0.63i
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple
range test.52
Table 8. Analysis of variance for the leaf water potential
data obtained at the tillering and heading stages of the 1994
experiment.
Source of variation Df Mean square
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 3.44 5.22
Stress, B 1 492.20** 690.06**
Whole plot error, AB 3 9.20 8.92
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 0.54 22.59**
Stress X Variety, BC 3 0.67 18.40**
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 0.70 2.69
Total 31
0.05 significant level F-test
0.01 significant level F-test
either in the well-watered control or in the water-stressed
treatment (p>0.05, F-test).
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading
stage, the leaf water potentials for the four cultivars ranged
from -0.68 to -0.76 MPa in the well-watered control,and53
ranged from -1.31 to -1.98 MPa in the water-stressed treat-
ment. The statistical analyses in Table 8 indicate that there
were significant differences between the well-watered control
and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01, F-test). The leaf
water potentials in the water-stressed treatment were much
lower than that in the well-watered control. Because there
exist significant interactions of water stress by variety
(p<0.01, F-test), further analyses for the effects of variety
were done separately in the well-watered control and in the
water-stressed treatment. The differences among the varieties
were not significant in the well-watered treatment (p>0.05, F-
test),but significantly differentin the water-stressed
treatment(p<0.01,F-test),i.e.,inthe water-stressed
treatment,Giza 165 had lower leaf water potentials than
Klassic and SPHE 3. The decreases of leaf water potentials
from the well-watered control to the water stressed were more
for Giza 165 than for Klassic and SPHE 3(95% Tukey multiple
range test).
The results above indicate that the leaf water potentials
in the water-stressed treatment were significantly lower than
that in the well-watered control. The decreases of leaf water
potentials from the well-watered control to the water-stressed
treatment werethesameforthefourcultivarsatthe
tillering stage, but significantly different at the heading
stage. This implies that the four cultivars of wheat were
subjected to the same degree of water stress at the tillering54
stage. At the heading stage, however, the four cultivars of
wheat were subjected to different degrees of water stress.
Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 suffered more severe water stress than
Klassic and SPHE 3, which was caused by the differences in the
soil water contents at that time.
Osmotic Potentials
Table 9 and Table 11 show the osmotic potentials for the
four cultivars of wheat for the 1993 and the 1994 experiment,
respectively. The results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) are
summarized in Table 10 and Table 12for the 1993 and 1994
experiment, respectively.
Experiment I
At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering
stage, the osmotic potentials for the four cultivars measured
at noon ranged from -0.97 to -1.12 MPa in the well-watered
control,and ranged from -1.18 to -1.59 MPa in the water-
stressed treatment. The statistical analyses in Table 10 show
that there were significant differences between the well-
watered control and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.05, F-
test). The osmotic potentials in the water-stressed treatment
were much lower than in the well-watered control. The differ-
ences between the four cultivars were significant (p<0.05, F-
test). In the well-watered control, Klassic had lower osmotic
potential than Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1;but in the water-
stressed treatment there were no significant differences among55
Table 9. Osmotic potentials for the four cultivars of wheat at
the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and heading
stages of the 1993 experiment. Results are average values of
four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols are: WW =
Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-1.00a*
-0.97a
-1.12b
-1.03ab
-1.28c
-1.18c
-1.59c
-1.33c
-0.28d
-0.21d
-0.47d
-0.30d
MPa
-1.78e
-1.65e
-1.69e
-1.69e
-2.43f
-2.09fg
-1.76g
-1.95g
-0.65h
-0.44hi
-0.07i
-0.26hi
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple
range test.
the cultivars. The decreases of osmotic potential from the
well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment were not
statistically different for the four varieties(95% Tukey
multiple range test).
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading
stage,the osmotic potentials for the four cultivarsranged
from-1.65to-1.78MPa in the well-watered control,and
ranged from -1.76 to -2.43MPa in the water-stressed treat-
ment. The statistical analyses in Table 10 indicate that there
were significant differences between the well-watered control56
Table 10. Analysis of variance for the osmotic potential data
obtained at the tillering and heading stages of the 1993
experiment.
Source of variation Df Meansquare
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 2.62 8.88
Stress, B 1 80.5* 100.93*
Whole plot error, AB 3 3.59 6.96
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 11.91* 20.76**
Stress X Variety, BC 3 2.30 12.60**
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 3.31 1.17
Total 31
* 0.05 significant level F-test
* * 0.01 significant level F-test
and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.05, F-test). The osmotic
potentials in the water-stressed treatment were much lower
than those in the well-watered control. Because there exist
significant interactions of water stress by variety (p<0.01,
F -test) ,further analyses for the effects of variety were done57
separately in the well-watered control and in the water-
stressed treatment. The differences among the cultivars were
not significant in the well-watered control (p>0.05, F-test),
but the differences were significant in the water-stressed
treatment (p<0.01, F-test); in the water-stressed treatment,
Giza 165 had lower osmotic potential than Klassic and SPHE 3.
The decreases of osmotic potential from the well-watered
control to the water-stressed treatment were greater for Giza
165 than for Klassic (95% Tukey multiple range test) . Although
the results show that the decreases of osmotic potential from
the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment were
more for Giza 165 than for Klassic, it doesn't mean thatGiza
165 has higher osmotic adjustment. This is so because leaf
water potentials were not the same. This will be discussed
later.
Experiment II
The data of osmotic potentials for the 1994 experiment in
Table 11 show the similar trends as that for the 1993 experi-
ment. At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering
stage, the osmotic potentials for the four cultivars of wheat
measured at noon ranged from -1.00 to -1.06 MPa in the well-
watered control, and ranged from -1.31 to -1.57 MPa in the
water-stressed treatment. The statistical analyses in Table 12
show that there were significant differences between the well-
watered control and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01, F-
test). The osmotic potentials in the water-stressed treatment58
Table 11. Osmotic potentials for the four cultivars of wheat at
the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and heading
stages of the 1994 experiment. Results are average values of
four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols are: WW =
Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-1.00a*
-1.01a
-1.06a
-1.05a
-1.36bc
-1.31b
-1.57c
-1.42bc
-0.36d
-0.30d
-0.51d
-0.37d
MPa
-1.70e
-1.55e
-1.56e
-1.56e
-2.30f
-2.18fg
-2.04fg
-1.95g
-0.60h
-0.63h
-0.48h
-0.39h
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% tukey multiple range
test.
were much lower than those in the well-watered control. Further
separate ANOVA and multiple range test for the variety effects
in the well-watered control and in the water-stressed treatment
indicate that:in the well-watered control, the differences
among the four varieties were not significant (p>0.05, F-test)
but in the water-stressed treatment, Klassic had lower osmotic
potential than Gemmiza 1; the differences between Giza 165 and
SPHE 3 were not significant. The decreases of osmotic potential
from the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment59
Table 12. Analysis of variance for the osmotic potential data
obtained atthe tillering and heading stages ofthe1994
experiment.
Source of variation Df Meansquare
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 2.57 1.98
Stress, B 1 117.97** 219.24**
Whole plot error, AB 3 2.49 1.33
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 3.93** 9.21*
Stress X Variety, BC 3 1.59** 2.63
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 0.3 1.48
Total 31
* *
0.05 significant level F-test
0.01 significant level F-test
were not significantly different among the four varieties
(95% Tukey multiple range test).
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading
stage,the osmotic potentials forthefourvarieties
ranged from -1.55to-1.20 MPa in the well-watered control,60
and ranged from -1.95 to -2.30 MPa in the water-stressed
treatment. The statistical analyses in Table 12 indicate that
there were significant differences between the well-watered
control and the water-stressed treatment (p<0.01, F-test). The
osmotic potentials in the water-stressed treatment were much
lower than that in the well-watered control.In the well-
watered control, the differences among the four cultivars were
not significant (p>0.05, F-test); but in the water-stressed
treatment, Giza 165 had lower osmotic potential than SPHE 3.
The decreases of osmotic potentials from the well-watered
control to the water-stressed treatments were not significant-
ly different among the four cultivars(95% Tukey multiple
range test).
These results indicated thatthe osmotic potentials
decreased from the well-watered control to the water-stressed
treatment. This change followed the decrease of leaf water
potential. Since the decreases of leaf water potential from
well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment were not
the same for the four cultivars, the osmotic adjustment could
not be compared from the data in Table 9 and Table 11. The
osmotic adjustment will be discussed in next chapter.
Anonlast Water Fractions
Tables 13 and 15 show the apoplast water fractions Ra for
the four cultivars of wheat in the 1993 and 1994 experiments.
The results of analysis of variance for the 1993 and 1994
experiments are summarized in Tables 14 and 16, respectively.61
Experiment I
At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering
stage, the apoplast water fractions Ra for the four cultivars
of wheat obtained from the P-V curve analysis ranged from
8.51% to 10.89% in the well-watered control, and ranged from
9.49% to 13.76% in the water-stressed treatment. The statisti-
cal analyses in Table 14 indicate that there were no conclu-
sive differences of apoplast water fractions between the
water-stressed treatment and the well-watered control (p>0.05, F
test). The differences among the four cultivars were not significant
Table 13. Apoplast water fractions for the four cultivars of
wheat at the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and
heading stages of the 1993 experiment. Results are average
values of four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols
are: WW = Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165 8.96a* 9.49b0.53c 27.31d30.02e 2.71f
Gemmiza 1 9.07a 11.84b2.77c 23.82d27.64e 3.82f
Klassic 10.89a 12.97b2.08c 27.74d30.21e 2.47f
SPHE 3 8.51a13.76b5.25c 29.44d31.15e 1.71f
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.62
Table 14. Analysis of variance for the apoplast water fraction
data obtained at the tillering and heading stages of the 1993
experiment.
Source of variation Df Meansquare
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A 3 0.96 20.57**
Stress, B 1 56.39 57.38**
Whole plot error, AB 3 7.64 0.26
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C 3 10.49 29.73
Stress X Variety, BC 3 7.71 1.52
Subunit error, AC+ABC 18 6.43 13.92
Total 31
* 0.05 significant level F-test
* * 0.01 significant level F-test
either in the well-watered control or in the water-stressed
treatment (p>0.05, F-test). The increases of Ra from the well-
watered controltothe water-stressed treatment were not
significant different among the varieties (P>0.05, F-test).63
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading
stage,the apoplast water fractions for the four cultivars
ranged from 23.82% to 29.44% in the well-watered control, and
ranged from 27.64% to 31.15% in the water-stressed treatment.
The differences between the well-watered control and the
water-stressed treatment were small (from 1.71% to 3.82%),
evenifthestatisticalanalysesinTable14showthe
significantdifferences(p<0.01,F-test).There wereno
significant differences between the cultivars either in the
well-watered controlorinthe water-stressedtreatment
(p>0.05, F-test). The increases of Ra from the well-watered
control to the water-stressed treatment were not significant
different among the varieties (P>0.05, F-test).
Experiment II
At the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering
stage, the apoplast water fractions Ra for the four cultivars
of wheat obtained from the P-V curve analysis ranged from
6.64% to 8.33% in the well-watered control, and ranged from
8.39%to11.97%inthewater-stressedtreatment.The
statistical analyses in Table 16 show that the differences
betweenthe well-watered controlandthe water-stressed
treatment were significant(p<0.01,F-test).The apoplast
water fractions in the water-stressed treatment were higher
than that in the well-watered control, but the differences
were small (0.06% to 3.45%). The differences among the four
cultivars were not significant either in the well-watered64
Table 15. Apoplast water fractions for the four cultivars of
wheat at the end of the water stress cycle at the tillering and
heading stages of the 1994 experiment. Results are average
values of four replications. The meaning of the letter symbols
are: WW = Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165 8.33a* 8.39b0.06c 25.58d29.56e 3.98f
Gemmiza 1 6.64a 10.11b3.47c 23.04d30.21e 7.17f
Klassic 7.68a 10.55b2.87c 23.97d29.03e 5.06f
SPHE 3 7.68a 11.97b4.29c 23.80d28.70e 4.90f
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.
control or in the water-stressed treatment (p>0.05, F-test).
The increases of Ra from the well-watered control to the water-
stressed treatment were not significant different among the
varieties (P>0.05, F-test).
At the end of the water stress cycle at the heading stage,
the apoplast water fractions for the four cultivars ranged from
23.04% to 25.58% in the well-watered control, and ranged from
28.70% to 29.56% in the water-stressed treatments. The statis-
tical analyses in Table 16 indicate that the differences of65
Table 16. Analysis of variance for the apoplast water fraction
data obtained at the tillering and heading stages of the 1994
experiment.
Source of variation Df Mean square
TilleringHeading
WholeUnitAnalysis
Replication, A
Stress, B
Whole plot error, AB
3
1
3
2.69
57.30**
0.35
2.93
222.81*
20.70
SubunitAnalysis
Variety, C
Stress X Variety, BC
Subunit error, AC+ABC
3
3
18
3.94
6.75
6.19
2.68
3.63
14.52
Total 31
**
0.05 significant level F-test
0.01 significant level F-test
apoplast water fractions between the well-watered control and
the water-stressed treatment were statistically significant
(p<0.05, F-test). The differences among the cultivars were not
significant either in the well-watered control or in the water-
stressed treatment (p>0.05, F-test). The increases of Ra from66
the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment were
not significant different among the varieties (P>0.05, F-test).
The data in Tables 13 and 15 agree with the reports of
several other authors.Cheung,etal.(1975)studied the
different species of plants and showed that apoplast water
fractions varied from 3.9% to 32.9%. Campbell, et al.(1979)
investigatedthreewinterwheat(TriticumaestivumL.)
cultivars grown in different drought environments and concluded
that the apoplast water fractions were around 30%. Christensen,
et al.(1981) found that apoplast water of the flag leaves of
a winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) was around 28%.
Theseresultsindicatethatwaterstressincreased
apoplast water fractions. The changes of apoplast water from
the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment were
small both at the tillering and heading stages. The differences
between the cultivars were not significant.
Comparisons of Experiments I and II
Results of the 1993 and 1994 measurement are shown in
Figure 12 as the difference in Ra between the water-stressed
treatment (WS) and the well-watered control (WW). The differ-
ences (WS-WW) for Ra at the tillering stage were the same for
1993 and 1994 experiments as determined by a two-sample t-test
(Two-sided p>0.05). At the heading stage, however, the differ-
ences of Ra were consistently higher in the 1994 experiment
than in the 1993 experiment (two-sided p<0.05, t-test). Because
the two experiments were treated in the same way, they should9
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Figure12.DifferencesofRa betweenthewater-stressed
treatment and the well-watered control for the 1993 and 1994
experiments. The letter symbols are: WW=well-watered, WW=water-
stressed, Gi=Giza 165, Ge=Gemmiza 1, KL=Klassic, and SP=SPHE 3.
come out with the same results. However, a systematic error
occured as a result of the measurement procedure used for
determination of the P-V curves in the 1993 experiment. The
time allowed for equilibration at each pressure increment was
too short so that water loss during each pressure increment was
less than it should have been.I did not establish the time
required to achieved equilibrium.Itis expected that the
majority part of the cell sap is expressed out quickly in the
early stage; with time going,the flows of cell sap become68
smaller and smaller and the time lasts longer and longer. If we
stop pressurization too early the small amount of residual cell
sap does affects the estimation for osmotic potentials at full
turgor and atturgorloss point but greatly affectsthe
estimation of Ra, because the Ra is estimated by extrapolating
the P-V curve to the abscissa (p =00)(refer to Figure 6,in
previous chapter). In 1993 experiment, I stopped the pressur-
ization too early,sothat the system did not reach the
equilibrium. This resulted in the P-V curves having slopes in
the linear part which were too flat and therefore Ra was
underestimated (Figure 12 and Figure 6).69
DISCUSSION
Effects of Soil Water Content on Leaf Water Potential
Water transport from soil through plant to atmosphere is
a continuous process. The leaf water potential of plants is
determined by the water potential in the soil and the water
potential of the ambient air determined by temperature and
relative humidity.
The results in the previous chapter have demonstrated that
the values of leaf water potentials measured at noon were
related to soil water contents,the higher the soil water
contents the higher the leaf water potentials.
In order to understand how soil water content 0 affects
the leaf water potentials 11measured at noon, the data of
obtainedfromthefourcultivarsofwheatinthe1994
experiment were plotted versus the corresponding 0 as shown in
Figure 13, which shows a non-linear relation between and 0.
Because all the measurements were made at noon, we assume that
the environmental conditions, such as temperature and relative
humidity of the ambient air were constant. Therefore, the graph
in Figure 13 can be used to analyze the changes of leaf water
potential withdecreasing soil water content. At high soil
water content,leaf water potential decreases slowly with
decreasingsoilwatercontent.Whensoilwatercontent
decreasesfrom 0.38to0.18cm3/cm3,leaf water potential
decreases from -0.4 to -0.8 MPa. The decrease of 1111 is only 0.4
MPa while the soil loses 53% of total water content and almost- 0.2
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Figure 13.Plot of leaf water potential versus soil water
content. Data points include all replications of Giza 165,
Gemmiza 1, Klassic, and SPHE 3 obtained at the tillering and
heading stages of the 1994 experiment.
60% of available water. At low soil water content(0<0.18
cm 3/cm3), however, leaf water potential decreases rapidly with
decreasing soil water content. When the soil water content
decreases from 0.18 to 0.05 cm3/cm3, the leaf water potential
decreases from -0.8 to -2.0 MPa. The decrease of *lover this
watercontentregionis1.2MPa.Theseresultscanbe71
understood from the soil water characteristic curve which shows
a non-linear relationship between the soil water content and
potential.
Plotting the leaf water potential *1 of the four cultivars
of wheat versus the soil water potential lirw calculated from the
Negative soil water potential (MPa)
Figure14.Plotofnegativeleaf water potential versus
negative soil water potential. Data points are obtained from
Figure13by converting the soil water contents to water
potentials using the soil water characteristic curve.72
relationship of soil water characteristic curves, Figure 14
result was obtained. Figure 14 shows the relationship between
the soil water potential and leaf water potential on a log-log
scale.
The difference of water potentials between the plant
leaves and the soil on which they grows represents the force to
drive water flowing from the soil to the leaves. Figure 15
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Figure 15.Plot of the difference between lirw and versus
negative Cr for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic, and SPHE 3 in the
1994 experiment.73
shows the changes of the difference (*w-*0 with decreasing soil
water potential. Starting from field capacity, the difference
(*w-*0 increased rapidly with decreasing soil water potential.
As the soil water potential decreased to -0.3 MPa,the
difference between *wand *1 reached a peak value. When the soil
dried further,the difference became smallerand finally
reached to zero at -1.6 MPa. These results can be explained by
the water transport equation for the soil-plant-atmosphere
continuum (SPAC)(Nobel, 1991);
JAR
[24]
where J is the flux density of water across a component in
SPAC; A* is the drop of water potential across the component;
A is the cross section area of the component; and R is the
resistance of the component.
At field saturated conditions, soil water conductivity was
very high and the resistance was small, only a small driving
force was required to drive water from the soil to the roots of
the plants to meet the transpiration demand. As the soil became
drier, the soil water conductivity decreased and the resistance
increased,a greater driving force was required toforce
sufficient amount water from the soil to the roots. Therefore,
the difference between *w and *1 increased. However, the leaf
water potential which was determined by the water potential of
the soil and the ambient air could not decrease infinitely. As
the soil dried further, the difference between *wand *1 became74
smaller and smaller and finally equaled zero. At this point,
the plant could not absorb water from the soil again and the
water loss from the mesophyll cells could not be recharged, so
that the turgor pressure in the leaf cells dropped to zero and
the plant wilted.
Figures 16 and 17 show the separate plots for two groups
of cultivars: group 1, Klassic and SPHE 3; group 2, Giza 165
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negative * for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 in the 1994 experiment.
and Gemmiza 1. The figures show that the two groups of wheat
hadthesimilarbehaviorofleafwaterpotential _with
decreasing soil water potential. The slope for the regression
lines in log-log scale for the data in the region of soil water
potential greater than -1.0 MPa is 0.29 for group 1 and 0.2176
for group 2. Using a linear regression analysis procedure, the
differencesbetweentheslopesweretested.Thelinear
regression model can be written as
Mean(y)= 130 + 131x +(32 Group + p3X*Group, [25]
where indicator variable, Group, equals 0 for group 1 and 1 for
group 2. Therefore, for group 1, the model is reduced to
Meanly)= 130 + 131x,
and for group 2, the model becomes
Mean(y) =(130 + 132) + ([31 + 130X
Comparing the latter two model, it can be found that the
difference of the slopes is P3.If P3 equals zero, that means
there are no differences between the slopes. Otherwise there
exist differences. We can test the hypothesis of133= 0 using
t-statistics.
The results of linear regression analysis indicate that
the difference between the slopes of group 1 and group 2 were
not statistically significant (two-sided p>0.05, t-test for03
= 0).
Because the soil water potentials in this experiment for
group 1 were not as low as that for group 2, the data points in
Figure 16 were not sufficient to extent the graph to wilting
point.77
Osmotic Adjustment and Turgor Maintenance
As suggested in the first chapter of this thesis,the
decrease of osmotic potential with the decreasing leaf water
potential could be a mechanism of plant adaptation to water
stress. This adaptation would result in the maintenance of
turgor.Thedegreeofosmoticpotentialdecreasewith
decreasing leaf water potential reflects the ability of osmotic
adjustment of the plants.
The results in the previous chapter have shown that the
osmoticpotentialsdecreasedwithdecreasingleafwater
potentials from the well-watered control to the water-stressed
treatment.However,becausethedecreasesofleafwater
potential from the well-watered control to the water-stressed
treatmentweredifferentforthefourcultivars,the
comparisonsofosmoticadjustmentandturgor maintenance
between the cultivars can not be completed in the ANOVA tables
(Tables 10 and 12). In order to compare the osmotic adjustment
and turgor maintenance among the cultivars during decreasing
leaf water potential, a plot which shows the changes of osmotic
potentials with decreasing leaf water potentials is required.
Pooling the osmotic potential data measured in the 1993
and 1994 experiments and plotting the osmotic potential versus
leaf water potential,the graphs which show the changes of
osmotic potential with leaf water potential were obtained for
the tillering stage (Figure 18 through 21) and for the heading
stage (Figure 22 through 25).78
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Figure 18.Plot of corrected osmotic potential versus leaf
water potential for Giza 165 at the tillering stage. The dashed
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Figure 20.Plot of corrected osmotic potential versus leaf
water potential for Klassic at the tillering stage. The dashed
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The relationships shown in these graphs could be fitted by
the non-linear equation
IP7rc=a+bpi
1 + e
[26]
The data in each graph from Figure 18 through 25 were
fitted with Equation26usingthe non-linearregression
procedures in STATGRAPHICS. The system uses Marquardt iterative
search algorithm to determine the estimates of the parameters
that minimizetheresidualsum ofsquares.Thestopping
condition on the change of residual sum of squares was set as
1x10-4.Thatis,when the system evaluatesthe change in
residual sum of squares to be less than 1x110-4, the system stops
processing. The estimated parameters in Equation 26 for the
four cultivars at the tillering and heading stages are shown in
Table 17. The residual plots for the fitted model in Appendix
B show that the residuals distribute randomly with mean zero.
Some graphs show big residuals at high predicted value region.
That might be caused by the measurement errors. Because in this
data set the error includes the errors arising from measuring
osmotic potential, apoplast water fraction, and also leaf water
potential. Furthermore, the data for each fitted curve came
from the well-watered and water-stressed treatments of the two
years experiments, which might bring additional error to the
data. In addition, in high *1 the existence of free water in
apoplast (Kubiske and Abrams, 1991; Abrams and Mengs, 1992) as87
Table 17. The parameters in Equation 26 for Giza 165, Gemmiza
1, Klassic, and SPHE 3 at the tillering and heading stages.
Tillering stage Heading stage
a b c a b c
Giza 165 -0.82 0.52 0.90 -1.44 0.57 0.62
Gemmiza1-0.84 0.46 1.03 -1.34 0.50 1.12
Klassic -0.86 0.96 0.18 -1.29 0.70 0.68
SPHE 3 -0.82 0.70 0.60 -1.31 0.71 0.67
described in Data Analysis section of this thesis might cause
large errors in measuring tliT,than in low tiriconditions. The
plots of observed osmotic potentials versus predicted values
using Equation 26 are shown in Appendix C. The plots show that
the observed values evenly distribute in the both sides of the
1:1 straight line. Therefore,it can be concluded from the
residual distribution and the comparisons of predicted value
with observed value that the non-linear model is adequate.
Theturgorpotentials*ID atdifferent
calculated using the relationship
1111couldbe
11/1 =
by subtracting *1 to the corresponding 41,Turgor maintenance
of the cultivars then could be evaluated by plotting the
calculated Ilrpversus the corresponding 1111as shown in Figures88
26 and 27. Although turgor potential decreases with decreasing
leaf water potential non-linearly and the slope dillp/dlilis not
constant at different *1,it is noted from Figure 26 and 27
that in the range of iffrom -0.4 to -2.0 MPa at the tillering
stage and from -0.4 to -2.8 MPa at the heading stage the data
points were close tolinear relations.Therefore,linear
regressions were made and the slopes of the regression lines
were used to represent the average value ofAlVp/Allt, for each
variety. Turner and Jones (1980) used the value of Alltp/Alltias
an index of osmotic adjustment of plants.Table 18 lists the
calculated slopes for the four cultivars at the tillering and
heading stages.
At the tillering stage, the slope was 0.54 for Giza 165,
0.58 for Gemmiza 1, 0.43 for Klassic, and 0.43 for SPHE 3; at
the heading stage, the slope was 0.48 for Giza 165, 0.48 for
Gemmiza 1,0.35 for Klassic, and 0.34 for SPHE 3.
The linear regression model described in the previous
section of this thesis (Model 25, on Page 76) was used to test
the differences between the slopes. The procedure was the same
as mentioned on Page 76 of thisthesis. That is to test the
hypothesis of 03=0 in Model 25.
The results of the statistic test show that Giza 165 and
Gemmiza 1 had steeper slopes than Klassic and SPHE 3 both at
the tillering and heading stages (two-sided p<0.01, t-test for
(33=0). There are no significant differences between Giza 165
and Gemmiza 1, and between Klassic and SPHE 3(two sided1.0
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Figure26.Plot of pressure potential versusleaf water
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Figure27.Plot of pressure potential versusleaf water
potential for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic, and SPHE 3 at the
heading stage.91
Table 18. Slopes obtained from the regressions of itrp versus *
in Figures 26 and 27 for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic, and SPHE
3 at the tillering and heading stages, using data measured on
plants growing in the greenhouse.
Tillering stage Heading stage
Giza 165
Gemmiza 1
Klassic
SPHE 3
0.54a*
0.58a
0.43b
0.43b
0.48a
0.48a
0.35b
0.34b
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different (two-sided p>0.05, t-test for
(33=0 in linear regression model 25 listed on Page 76).
p>0.05,t-test for (33=0).The results indicate that turgor
decrease with decreasing leaf water potential was slower for
Klassic and SPHE 3than forGiza 165 and Gemmiza 1. Using
the "osmotic adjustment" terminology, Klassic and SPHE 3 had
higher osmotic adjustment capacity than Giza 165 and Gemmiza
1.The turgor pressure for Klassic and SPHE3could be
maintained to lowerleaf water potentials.
Solving Equation 26 for IP,= *1 yields the leaf water
potential at zero turgor Co (Table 19). The data in Table 19
show that the Co were much lower for Klassic and SPHE 3 than
for Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 both at the tillering stage and at
the heading stage. However, not much difference was found
between Klassic and SPHE 3 and between Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1.92
Table 19. Leaf water potentials at zero turgor for the four
cultivars of wheat. Data obtained from Figure 18 through 25 by
forcing 111, = C.
Tillering stage Heading stage
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
-1.38
-1.33
-1.97
-1.70
MPa
-2.78
-2.54
-3.55
-3.68
At the tillering stage, Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 lost their
turgor at the leaf water potential around -1.33 to -1.38 MPa,
but Klassic and SPHE 3 could maintain their turgor to -1.70 to
1.97 MPa.Similarly,at the heading stage,Giza 165 and
Gemmiza 1 lost their turgor at the leaf water potential around
2.54 to -2.78 MPa, but Klassic and SPHE 3 could maintain
their turgor to -3.55 to -3.68 MPa.According to Turner and
Jones (1980) the expanding leaves of wheat (Triticum aestivum
cv. Heron) could maintain the turgor pressure to -4.0 MPa of
leaf water potential.
The decrease of osmotic potential in the leaves subjected
totheslow soil drying in the greenhouse indicates an
increase in the molarity of the solute molecules whereas in93
the leaves subjected to the rapid drying in the P-V curve
measurements the total mass of solutes in the cells of leaf
tissues was constant. Table 20 shows the slopes Allfp/A*1 of the
regression lines of iYAP versus 1111 during the dehydration of P-V
curve measurements. The slopes A*p/ACranged from 0.84 to 0.87,
no conclusive difference between thecultivars(two-sided
p>0.05,t-test for slope difference in linear regression
analysis). The main difference between Table 18 and Table 20
is that the slopes in Table 18 indicate the existence of
osmotic adjustments for the plants growing in the greenhouse
and the slopes in Table 20 show little osmotic adjustments for
the excised leaves under the P-V dehydration. Turner and Jones
(1980) reviewed that the value of Atitp/A141 for different species
Table 20. Slopes calculated from the regressions of ipp versus
Cobtained from P-V curves for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic,
and SPHE 3 at the tillering and heading stages. This table is
based on a different data set than used for Table 18.
Tillering stage Heading stage
Giza 165 0.85a* 0.85a
Gemmiza1 0.85a 0.84a
Klassic 0.86a 0.86a
SPHE 3 0.84a 0.87a
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different(two-sided p>0.05, t-test for
03,0 in linear regression model 25 listed on Page 76).94
of plants in field were 0.50 to 0.88 for rapid drying processes
and 0.29 to 0.57 for slow drying.
Modulus of elasticity
The bulk modulus of elasticity (E) reflects the elastic
properties of the cell walls of plant tissues. Cell walls that
have a lower modulus are less rigid than those have a higher
modulus. Cells with small size and thick cell walls usually
have a higher modulus. Cells with a low value modulus have
higher turgor maintenance than those with a high modulus when
the tissue water content is decreased (Turner, 1979).
Modulus of elasticity (E)is defined as the change of
turgor pressure (C) with a unit change of the symplast volume
(V) times the symplast volume (V);
d,
E = V . dV
Equation [27] can be approximated by:
A*
E = P
ARWC
RWC ;
[27]
[2 8 ]
where RWC is the relative water content of the plant tissues.
Because E changes with RWC and it is comparable for
E only at a fixed RWC, such as RWC at full turgor or zero
turgor (Schulte and Hinckley, 1985; White, et al., 1992). The
bulk modulus of elasticity at full turgor Ernax for the four
cultivars of wheat was calculated according to Equation 28.95
Table 21. Calculated Erna. for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic, and
SPHE 3 at the tillering and heading stages. The meaning of the
letter symbols are: WW = Well-watered; WS = Water-stressed.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WSWS-W
MPa
Giza 165 12.7a*13.9b 1.2c 15.4d18.3e 2.9f
Gemmiza 112.1a 14.1b 2.0c 16.5d18.7e 2.2f
Klassic 12.4a 13.4b 1.0c 14.9d16.7e 1.8f
SPHE 3 11.7a 12.8b 1.1c 15.0d16.1e 1.1f
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.
The results in Table 21 show that the leaves in the
water-stressed treatment had higher Ernax than those in the well-
watered control (p<0.05, F-test) both at the tillering and at
the heading stages.The increases were not significantly
different among the varieties either at the tillering stage or
at the heading stage (p>0.05, F-test). There are big increases
of Ernax from the tillering to the heading stage both in the
well-watered control and in the water-stressed treatment (two-
side p<0.01, t-test). These results agree with White, et al.
(1992) who found that water stress caused an increase in bulk
modulus of elasticity. The increase of Ernax from the tillering96
stage to the heading stage might be caused by the growth of
the secondary cell wall. The increase of the dry matter of
leaf tissues will be discussed in the next section.
Stage Changes of Aponlast Water Fractions
Tables 13 and 15 shows that the apoplast water fractions
(Ra) increased significantly from the tillering stage to the
heading stage both in the well-watered control(p<0.01,F-
test) and in the water-stressed treatment (P<0.01, F-test) for
all the cultivars in the 1993 and 1994 experiments, but there
were no significant differences among the varieties either in
the well-watered control (p>0.05, F-test) or in the water-
stressed treatment (p>0.05, F-test). These results agree with
Wenkert et al.(1978) and Tyree et al.(1978) who found that
the Ra was higher in the mature leaves than in the young
developing leaves in several species of plants.
Several authors reported that the Ra was related to the
relative dry matter (RDM)of leaf tissues; the leaves with
large RDM have large Ra as well (Fereres, et al., 1978). Tyree
and Jarvis (1982) discussed that seasonal changes of Ra and RDM
might be caused by the growth of secondary cell walls.
The relative dry matter (RDM) of leaves is calculated by
RDM =DW
, [29]
Wt
where DW was the dry weight of leaf tissue, and W, was the
weight of water in the leaf tissue at full turgor.97
Table 22 shows the average RDM of all replications ofthe
1993 and 1994 experiments for the four cultivars of wheat at
the tillering and heading stages. It was noted from Table 22
that the changes of RDM showed the same trend as Ra;there was
a significant increase in RDM from the tillering stage to the
heading stage for all the cultivars of wheat both in the well-
watered control(p<0.01, F-test) and in the water-stressed
treatments(p<0.01,F-test).Therewerenosignificant
differences among the cultivars either in the well-watered
control(p>0.05, F-test)or in the water-stressed treatment
(p>0.05, F-test).
Table 22. Relative dry matter for Giza 165, Gemmiza 1, Klassic,
and SPHE 3 at the tillering and heading stages. The values are
theaveragesofallreplicationsofthe1993and1994
experiments.
Tillering stage Heading stage
WW WS WS-WW WW WS WS-WW
Giza 165
Gemmiza
Klassic
SPHE 3
1
15.0a*
14.3a
16.6a
14.3a
15.1b
14.3b
15.2b
14.0b
0.1c
0.0c
-1.4c
-0.3c
MPa
28.2d
28.3d
26.1d
27.1d
28.5e
27.1e
26.3e
26.1e
0.3f
-1.2f
0.2f
-1.0f
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.98
The results above are in accordance with the conclusion
of Tyree et al.(1978) that the stage increase of Ramay be
related to the increase of RDM, which reflects the increase of
cell wall dry matter. This may be the reason whyEmaxincreased
from the tillering stage to the heading stage.
According to Tyree and Jarvis (1882) the stage increase
ofRa might partly contributetothe decreaseofosmotic
potential. Table 23 shows the average osmotic potentials at
full turgor.nnoderived from the P-V curves for the four
cultivarsin the 1993 and 1994 experiments. In order to avoid
the effects of water stress, data obtained from the well-
Table 23. Osmotic potentials at full turgor calculated from the
P-V curves for the four cultivars of wheat in the well-watered
control. The values are the averages of all replications of the
1993 and 1994 experiments.
Tillering stage Heading stage
Giza 165
Gemmiza 1
Klassic
SPHE 3
0.95a*
0.95a
0.94a
0.98a
MPa
1.20a
1.17a
1.17a
-1.25a
* The data within the same column followed by the same letter
are not significantly different by the 95% Tukey multiple range
test.99
watered control were discussed only. Data in Table 23 show that
Cuoo decreased significantly from the tillering stage to the
headingstage(p<0.01,F-test),andthatthereareno
significant differences among the cultivars (p>0.05, F-test).
If plant cells act as an ideal osmometer,the osmotic
potential of the plant tissue1'
(i)
n100at different symplast
volumes can be calculated according to the equation [30];
V"))
*(i)n100 41(0)n100(i) [30]
where *((j)Itioo and V(°)were osmotic potential and symplast volume
at a reference level, at full turgor for instance.
Considering the osmotic potentials at full turgor at the
tillering stage as the reference *(°) the osmotic potential
at full turgor at the heading stage *(1)n100could be calculated
according to Equation 30. The procedure is described as below.
At the tillering stage,Giza 165for instance, the
average osmotic potential at full turgor 1, and the relative
symplast volume V")) were calculated as:
ip.(0)
a100= -0.95 MPa,andV")) = 1 Ra(c)) = 10.09 = 0.91;
At the heading stage, the relative symplast volume at full
turgor V(i) is:
Vu) = 1 Rau) = 1 0.26 = 0.74 .
Substitutingi(0)n100 V(0),and V(')to Equation 30,the
osmotic potential at full turgor at the heading stage *.(i)nno100
could be obtained. Table 24 lists the calculation of lir(' for gloo
the four cultivars of wheat. The calculated in the second
column of Table 24 agrees with the data shown in Table 23 for
the heading stage. This result suggests that the stage decrease
of 4rmight be partly due to the increase of cell wall bound
water. That implies that a part of the osmotic active symplast
water becomes cell wall bound water. The stage decrease of1117,
was also found by other researchers in corn(Zea mays L.)
leaves (Wenkert, 1980) and in winter wheat (Triticum aestivum
L.) leaves (Christensen, et al., 1981). From the last column of
Table 24. Calculated stage decrease of t100caused by stage
increase of Ra using Equation 30.
(0) ip(i)
7t100 n100
U(o)= v(1) =
1 -Ra
(o) 1-Ra(')
*`.1) ..-*g) 7 .0.100%
*go.
MPa MPa cm 3/CM
3 CM3/CM3
Giza 165 -0.95 -1.17 0.91 0.74 23.2
Gemmiza 1 -0.95 -1.14 0.92 0.77 20.0
Klassic -0.94 -1.16 0.91 0.74 23.4
SPHE 3 -0.98 -1.24 0.92 0.73 26.5101
Table 24, it is noted that the contribution of thechanges of
apoplast water fraction from the tillering stage to the heading
stage could be 20.0% to 26.5%.102
CONCLUSIONS
The principal objectives ofthisstudy wereto: (1)
investigate the difference of water use rates for the four
cultivars of wheat,(2) investigate the response of leaf water
potential 1111, osmotic potential andand apoplast water fractions
Raof the four cultivars of spring wheat to water stress,(3)
evaluate the osmotic adjustment and turgor maintenance of the
four cultivars. From the results of this study the following
conclusions were reached:
(1). Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 had higher water use rates
than Klassic and SPHE 3. The difference became greater with
plant growth. No significant differences were seen between Giza
165 and Gemmiza 1, and between Klassic and SPHE 3.
(2). Leaf water potentials decreased significantly from
the well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment for
all the cultivars. At the tillering stage, the decreases were
not significantly different between the four cultivars; at the
heading stage, the decreases were more for Giza 165 and Gemmiza
1than for Klassic and SPHE 3,but the difference was not
significant between Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1 and between Klassic
and SPHE 3.
(3).Osmoticpotentialsofleaftissuesdecreased
significantly from the well-watered controlto the water-
stressed treatment for all the cultivars.Klassic and SPHE 3
possess higher osmotic adjustment capacity than Giza 165 and
Gemmiza 1, which resulted in the turgor maintenance to lower103
leaf water potentials for Klassic and SPHE 3 than for Giza 165
and Gemmiza 1.
(4). Apoplast water fraction Ra increased from the well-
watered control to the water-stressed treatment. There were no
differences between the four cultivars.However, there was a
great seasonal increase in Ra from the tillering stage to the
heading stage for all the cultivars.
(5) .The bulk modulus of elasticity Emax increased from the
well-watered control to the water-stressed treatment, and from
the tillering stage to the heading stage. Not much difference
was found between the cultivars.
(6) .The stage increase of Ra and Emax is in accordance
with the increase of relative dry matter of leaves.
In summary, this study shows that with the characteristics
of low water use rate and high osmotic adjustment capacity the
cultivars Klassic and SPHE 3 had stronger drought adaptation
capacity than the cultivars Giza 165 and Gemmiza 1.104
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APPENDICES110
Appendix A A Computer Program for Analysis of P-Vcurves
10 REM Program for Analysis of P-V Curves
20 PRINT "sample name or number":INPUT AA$
30 PRINT "Number of total data pair": INPUT N
40 DIM X(20), Y(20)
50 FOR 1=1 TO N
60 READ Y(I) ,X(I)
70 NEXT I
80 LET K=3
90 LET SUMX=0 :SUMY =O :SUMXY=0
100 LET SSX=0 :SSY=0 :SSR =O
110 REM CALCULATE SUMX,SUMY,MEANX,MEANY
120 FOR J=N TO N-K+1 STEP -1
130 SUMX=SUMX+X(J)
140 SUMY=SUMY+Y(J)
150 NEXT J
160 MEANX=SUMX/K: MEANY=SUMY/K
170 FOR J=N TO N-K+1 STEP -1
180 SUMXY=SUMXY+(X(J)-MEANX)*(Y(J)-MEANY)
190 SSX=SSX+(X(J)-MEANX)-2
200 SSY=SSY+(Y(J)-MEANY)-2
210 NEXT J
220 REM CALCULATE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT
230 B=SUMXY/SSX
240 A=MEANY-B*MEANX
250 REM CALCULATE RSQUARED,X-SE,PRED-SE
260 FOR J=N TO N-K+1 STEP -1
270 SSR=SSR+(Y(J)-B*X(J)-A)-2
280 NEXT J
290 RSQUARED=1-(SSR/SSY)
300 SX2=SSX/(K-1)
310 S=(1+1/K+(X(N-K)-MEANX)-2/((K-1)*SX2))-.5
320 SE=(SSR/(K-2))-.5 *S
330 ESY1=B*X(N-K)+A
340 H1=ABS(ESY1-Y(N-K))
350 IF H1>SE THEN 370
360 K=K+1 :GOTO 90
370 ESY2=B*X(N-K-1)+A
380 H2=ABS(ESY2-Y(N-K-1))
390 IF H2<SE THEN 360
400 TURGP=-10/A
410 APOW=100+A/B
420 R=X(N-K)+(Y(N-K)-ESY1)*(X(N-K+1)-X(N-K))/
430 TLR=100-R
440 TLP=-10/(B*R+A) (Y(N-K)-Y(N-K+1))111
Appendix A (continued)
AA$
" 11
"Total data pairs", N
"Linear points selected", K
"Slope"," ", B
460
470
480
490
500
510
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
520LPRINT"Intercept", "", A
530LPRINT"Rsquared","", RSQUARED
540LPRINT"Standard error", SE
550LPRINT"Apoplast water (%)", APOW
560LPRINT"Turgid osmotic pot. (bar)", TURGP
570LPRINT"turgor loss RWC (%)", TLR
580LPRINT"turgor loss osmo. (bar)", TLP
590LPRINT
600DATA
610DATA
620DATA
630END112
Appendix B Residual plots for the fitted model of Equation 26
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Figure Bl. Residual plot for Giza 165 at the tillering
stage.
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Figure B2. Residual plot for Gemmiza 1 at the tillering
stage.113
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Figure B3. Residual plot for Klassic at the tillering
stage.
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Figure B5. Residual plot for Giza 165 at the heading
stage.
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Figure B7. Residual plot for Klassic at the heading
stage.
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Appendix CPlots of observed value vs. predicted value using
the fitted model of Eauation 26
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Figure C1. Plot of observed vs. predicted values for
Giza 165 at the tillering stage.
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Figure C3. Plot of observed vs. predicted values for
Klassic at the tillering stage.
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Figure C4. Plot of observed vs. predicted values for
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